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Abbreviations
and key terms
AVA - Action Volunteers Africa
CPUT - Cape Peninsula University of Technology
CWP - Community Works Programme
ETI - Employment Tax Incentive
EPWP - Expanded Public Works Programme
GEC - General Education Certificate

Informal Economy - Work performed without a formal contract,

that is not regulated or protected by government

NSC - National Senior Certificate
NSFAS - National Student Financial Aid Scheme

REAP - Rural Education Access Programme
SETAs - Sector Education and Training Authorities
SMEs - Small and Medium Enterprises
SRHR - Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights
Social Economy - Enterprises with a general interest in enhancing

social and economic development

TVET - Technical and Vocational Education and Training
YCI - Youth Capital Influencer

The Youth Capital Influencer (YCI)
Programme - In 2020, Youth Capital launched the

YCI programme with passionate young leaders, already
active in their communities across the Eastern Cape,
Gauteng and Western Cape. The 67 active YCIs are
key role players in making sure that their actions
and experiences at a local level have the ability to
contribute to big changes in policy.
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Over the years, many plans, programmes, policies and projects have tried to solve the problem;
but the results for young people have been minimal.
We wanted to know why. We did the research and read the policies, and realised that something
was missing: there was no clear strategy, grounded in our reality, for how our generation could
move from simply surviving to becoming thriving, independent and productive adults.

so we decideD
The youth
to change this.
unemployment
crisis has
dominated
headlines for
more than
a decade.

Youth Capital is a youth-led campaign with an Action Plan that combines data with
young people’s lived stories to shift gears on youth unemployment.

We believe in a

South Africa where every young person has the skills and opportunity to get their
first quality job. Together we can shift the story on youth employment. But that
requires connecting young people’s experiences, skills and ideas with research
and decision-makers. We must imagine new approaches, and tackle entrenched
problems head-on.

Shift is Youth Capital’s blueprint for change. Built from young people’s
realities, this publication gives a voice to youth like us.

In these pages, we talk about what holds us back, and what will move us
forward. If we work together, we will shift gears for our generation.

As young South Africans (age 15-34), we make up 35% of our country’s total population.1
We should be the engine of South Africa’s economy, society and democracy. Instead, nearly
half of us are out of work, education or training opportunities.2
As we write this, our country is working to slow the spread of Covid-19.
South Africans are facing new pressures to both their lives and livelihoods that expose and
deepen the cracks in the system. Young people already face many unjust obstacles in accessing
education, training and employment. Now, it’s going to get even more difficult.

To break the
cycle of youth
we need
unemployment
action
and poverty, we
NOW!
need urgent and
sustained action
in focused areas.

As it always has, our future, as well as the country’s, depends on us changing this reality.

Youth Capital spent much of 2018 and 2019 traveling around the country, talking to young people about their

experiences of looking for work. We learnt that the road to a first quality job begins long before applying.
So, we created a holistic action plan to effectively support youth employment.
This is Youth Capital’s Action Plan to ensure that every one of us has the skills, support and opportunity
to get our first quality job.

If we really want to tackle youth unemployment and build a more equal society,
we must start implementing this plan now.

#1

Everyone should be supported.

#5

make
job-seeking
affordable

#7

bridge the
information
gap

#4

support
us

#6

grow our
circles

#8

all
experience
must matter

#10

make public
employment
work

JOBS

#9

Unlock Public
Opportunities

catch
us up

All work must be a stepping stone to jobs.

transitions
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#3

make us
count

#2

education

certify
us

All who start should finish.
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Almost every young person in South Africa starts school. But, from the moment we enter a Grade 1 classroom, the odds of
success are stacked against us.

Because of the enormous challenges we face along the way, only four out of every ten

Grade 1’s reaches and passes Grade 12.3
Those of us who leave school with a matric certificate already have slightly better chances of finding work than those
without one.4 Used as a passport to post-school education, the matric certificate has even more power: because a
tertiary qualification doubles our chances of employment.5
Despite the important impact that post-school education can have on our future, most of us who enrol in colleges and
universities don’t get the support we need to complete our qualifications. Only 60% of university undergraduates
finish within 6 years.6 Meanwhile, TVET students are far less likely to complete their qualifications.7
If we drop out of schools, colleges and universities, we might believe we have failed. In truth, the system is
failing us. Too often, we are not equipped with the academic, material and social resources we need to complete
our qualifications. Instead, we are either pulled out of education by family responsibilities, social pressures or
illness; or pushed out by uncaring institutions.

Right now, we are
expected to beat
the odds with
little support and
few safety nets.

As Youth Capital, we believe it’s time to change the odds. We must work together to shift gears
on education for young people.

#1
We want to be skilled but...

Many of us study
without getting
certified.
An educational qualification can make all the difference to our chances of

Those of us who finish matric might still struggle to access our certificates.

finding and keeping a job, as well as earning a higher salary. But too many

In January 2020, the MEC for Education in Gauteng announced that 7,066

of us drop out of school, college or university before qualifying.

South African matriculants would not be receiving their national senior

To add to this, some of us studying towards occupational (N6) diplomas
cannot complete our qualifications because of poor access to workplacebased learning.8 To receive a recognised diploma, we must undertake
workplace-based internships. But without the right support, this is nearly
impossible. Most colleges expect us to find placements on our own, and
relationships between colleges and employers are weak.9
Even when we do complete our qualifications, we might struggle to prove it.
Until recently, those of us who left school before Grade 12 received no formal
qualification to demonstrate our education. The newly-introduced General
Education Certificate (GEC) provides certification that could help us.

certificates, because they didn’t have IDs.10 Meanwhile, almost 5,000
foreign citizens would also have their matric certificates withheld, because
they couldn’t present the right documents.11 There have been further
reports of schools, colleges and universities withholding certificates because
of outstanding fees.12,13,14
Without these certificates, we are often locked out of further education
and employment. Most employers see educational qualifications as the
most trustworthy way to assess our knowledge and skills. So, completing
qualifications, and having the certificates to prove it, makes all the
difference to our futures.

#1.
certify us.

We need support to complete our qualifications, and to receive our
certificates on time.

Leaving school, college or university without a qualification makes it
nearly impossible for us to demonstrate our capabilities. This locks us
out of education, training and work opportunities. It also means that the
public money invested in our education is not paying off — not for us,
not for our families and not for the country as a whole.
What could improved certification look like?
High schools and Education District Offices ensure we receive our
General Education and our National Senior Certificates.
Conditions for workplace-based learning are more realistic for all
South African workplaces to accommodate students.
Educational institutions commit to making sure every single graduate
gets their certificate, no matter their historical debt.

#1
“Looking at the stats of dropouts in primary schools in my
community I found that it is mainly due to unnecessary fees
that students from public schools have to pay for end-ofterm results. These fees are disguised as fundraising yet
lead to parents not getting their children’s results. We need
to ensure that all learners are certified to progress in their
education journey without unnecessary obstacles that delay
or cancel the education dreams for them.”
Asanda Thara
2020 Youth Capital Influencer

#2
We want to be skilled but...

Too many of us are
falling behind or
getting locked out
of education and
training.
40% of us (age 15-34) are not in employment, education or training.15

Given the high rates of repetition, the Basic Education policy does not

We need access to the right skills and support to get us back on track.

allow us to repeat a grade more than once in a phase. Instead, we are

Repeating years, whether at school, college or university, is the biggest
predictor of one of us dropping out of education.16
Over 1 million school learners repeat grades each year.

‘progressed’, even if we fail a second time. Yet very few of us who are
‘progressed’ get the support we need to succeed. A strong academic catch
up strategy would provide us with proper support at the right time.

17

In 2018, the cost of repeaters in the public schooling system was estimated
at R20 billion – 8% of the annual basic education budget.18

As in the school system, those of us who make it to higher education are
often not supported to keep up. Two out of five students that enrol in an
undergraduate degree do not finish.19

#2

#2.Catch
us up.

We need a national plan that will support those of us who fall behind to catch up, and those of us who leave the
system to re-enter education or training.
Ensuring that we are equipped with strong foundational skills, like literacy and numeracy, is essential for us to
grasp new material. Educators must also be able to identify when we aren’t keeping up, and provide the right
types of resources, teaching, and support to bring us up to speed.
Finally, if we do drop out of education – whether basic or tertiary – we shouldn’t be locked out of further
opportunity. A strong catch up strategy means finding ways to re-engage us, offering us support to re-enter
education or training so that we can stay on track.
What could this catch up plan look like?
Those of us who have knowledge gaps, get the individual attention we need to catch up, whether at school,
college or university.
Paths back into education are simplified and the necessary information made available to those of us who
have dropped out.

#3
We want to be skilled but...

No one keeps
track of us, and
our challenges
go unseen.
Without this data, we cannot hold schools, colleges and universities

Meanwhile, there is currently no way to track tertiary students as we make

accountable.

our way through the different phases of our vocational training; certainly

Once a year we focus all our attention on the matric results, too easily
forgetting that half of the learners who started school 12 years earlier have

not in real time. This makes it impossible to spot problems and provide us
with the right support, or assess whether interventions are working.

already gone missing.20 For the most part, these learners have left without

Schools, colleges, universities, and government departments must focus on

anyone noticing, reaching out, or trying to support them to stay connected

keeping us in education; and track our progress consistently, to measure

to their education. Even though there is a system in place to track school

their success.

learners, it is poorly used.

#3.make
us count.

We need our progress to be tracked as we move through education, so
that we get timely, targeted support.
This will give us, our parents, and our teachers early warning when we’re
falling behind; triggering the right support at the right time to bring us
up to speed.
Tracking our attendance, behaviour, and academic performance gives us

#3

“In 2014, I was doing my first year at
Stellenbosch University. Going from
a rural high school into an Afrikaansdominated university was a big issue
for me. Every time I had to study for
exams it felt like it was my first time
hearing about the particular topic

information to act! This data would give South Africans the power to hold

because of the language barrier. Only

teachers, institutions and departments accountable.

one lecturer realised I was struggling

What could better tracking look like?
Existing education data systems are better used to continuously
track and report on our marks, conduct and attendance.
TVETs improve and standardise their data systems to make sure we
are tracked across our vocational qualifications.
Reliable data is released annually regarding the status of all learner
and student dropout and completion.

and reached out; we had one-on-one
sessions and when I dropped out,
in the second semester, I had the
highest marks in that subject. Four
years later I am graduating in same
degree but at a different university.”
Mihle Unathi Bika
2020 Youth Capital Influencer

#4
We want to be skilled but...

We don’t get
the support
we need.

Real access to education is not just about getting young people into

In 2016, a private bursary programme for students at South Africa’s top

classrooms. Many of us don’t have the financial resources we need to

two universities released a report about the types of support that students

make it through school, college or university. Even when we are in no-fee-

said they needed. Fifty percent of students believed that psychosocial and

paying schools, or supported by government bursaries, we often struggle to

community support made the most difference to their success.22

make ends meet because of the costs of education. These include learning
materials, as well as living and accommodation expenses. Those of us from
vulnerable homes might also have relatives to support or households to help
maintain.21
These financial burdens should not be underestimated. But the
environments in which we learn are also vital to our success in education.
Culture shock, poor quality teaching, social exclusion, bullying as well as
physical and mental illness can make it even more difficult to finish our
qualifications.

#4.Support
us beyond the
classroom.

We need wrap-around support that recognises the many factors that make it hard for us to keep learning.
Our ability to complete our education goes far beyond what happens in the classroom. The social,
familial and economic pressures we face are just as important in shaping our success as our academic
performance or the quality of teaching.
What could support beyond the classroom look like?
Management support teams within schools are taken seriously and properly resourced, to fully
support us.
Financial assistance for studying takes into account all costs associated with our educational journey.
Higher Education Institutions proactively respond to the social and psychological exclusion of
vulnerable students.
Family members and communities appreciate that they are key to our success. Their support keeps
us going.

#4

CASE STUDY:
Helping rural
learners
succeed.

“Education should be everything.”
Ziyanda Bans
2020 Youth Capital Influencer and REAP graduate
Diploma in Music Education, Nelson Mandela University

REAP offers wrap-around support to university students from rural areas, helping them successfully finish their
degrees. Their students benefit from NSFAS bursaries, which cover university fees. But REAP understands that the
costs of education go well beyond this. Reap provides students with a stipend and extensive psychosocial support.
Laptops are also provided where these are not allocated by colleges and universities.
Even with their financial needs met, university can be a major adjustment, both academically and socially. REAP
students are offered mentoring and counselling, so that they have the psychosocial support they need to stick with
their programmes. Throughout their time at university, REAP tracks students’ academic performance, and steps
in when they notice someone falling behind. To prepare them for life after university, students attend workshops
that equip them for the job search, improving their social and employability skills. They also get hands-on work
experience in volunteer community service programmes.
In 2018, 70% of REAP graduates finished their degree in minimum time.23

In a study of 276 REAP alumni, 86% were either employed, studying, or engaged in some form of internship.24

CASE STUDY:
offering The right
support at the
right time.

When the Michael & Susan Dell Foundation (MSDF) decided to support talented South African students with limited financial means, to access university, they
needed to find a way to give each of their scholars personal, one-on-one attention and support. But with hundreds of scholars across 400 different colleges and
universities, they knew this would be difficult. To solve the problem, they developed a data-driven risk indicator that would allow both the Dell Young Leaders
programme team and their scholars to identify and solve challenges quickly. The software provides a full picture of the students’ academic, financial and home
lives; and signals when support is needed.
A Dell Young Leaders programme staff tells a story about how proper tracking helped one of their first-year students: the student was struggling with the
emotional toll of being away from home for the first time, and was also trying to balance his studies with a part-time job. He started falling behind in his
classwork and was losing hope that he would finish his first university semester. The conversations he had with the Dell Young Leaders support team were
logged, so that all the advisors could monitor his progress and assist. The team linked him to resources that would help him with time and stress management,
and eventually supported him to graduate.
By using data, Dell Young Leaders has been able to deliver the right support at the right time, and improve students’ chances of completing their qualifications.
There is hope for the public schools’ system too.
In 2012, the Department of Basic Education (DBE) partnered with the MSDF to explore opportunities in the use of education data. The Data Driven Districts
(DDD) dashboard, launched in 2013, was a direct response to this study and aims to put quality education data into the hands of educators. The dashboard
enables provincial, district and school-based leadership to analyse and interpret data on key learning and teaching metrics essential to the improvement of
learner outcomes and to make real-time data-driven decisions about their learners’ learning goals.
The DDD programme has over 10,000 active users and serves more than 22,700 schools, representing 95% of schools across eight active provinces.

Phila’s story:
how I Beat the Odds.
My name is Phila ‘Prince’ Msutu. I was born in Khayelitsha on the 11th of

As told to Beth Vale

Later, I went back to the Western Cape, and jumped between schools in Nyanga

May 1994 to a single mother. Her parents (my grandparents) cut her off after

and Khayelitsha, depending on where my mother was working. Even though

learning she was pregnant with me. My mom had to hustle hard for my younger

there was a lot of disruption during my time in school, my love of books and my

brother and I to go to bed every night with something to eat. She always made

involvement in choirs and soccer kept me going.

sure we had everything we needed, and that we never felt poor.
Growing up, I loved reading and writing. By the time I went
to crèche, I already knew how to write my name. One

In Grade 11, I was chosen to be part of a programme called UCT 100-up. It
picked the top five achievers in each of the 20 high schools in Khayelitsha and
offered them extra support. From then on, I spent my Saturdays and school

day, after lunch, the teachers made all the children at

holidays being exposed to university life, even before I finished matric! The

crèche take a nap. ‘I’m not here to sleep’, I told them,

programme gave us the tools we needed to successfully pass our exams, and

‘I’m here to study! You should give me a book and
a pencil to write’. My teachers were so amazed by
this, they told my mother. She told them to do as I

helped many of us apply for university.
I was accepted to three universities, but didn’t go to any of them because the

said.

registration fees were too expensive. Instead, I applied as a walk-in at Cape

I started primary school in 2000. By 2003, my

Diploma in Biotechnology. I began classes and received academic support

mother was having to spend weeknights at her
work, only coming home on weekends. So I moved
to the Eastern Cape, where relatives could take
care of me. I should have started Grade
4 as soon as I arrived, but because
the school never assessed my
abilities properly, I was
forced to begin again
at Grade 1.

Peninsula University of Technology, and was accepted the same day for a National
through the university’s extended program. My first year was amazing! The
extended programme closed the gap for me, having come from a less privileged
background. I got mentoring and tutoring, and older students to show me around
until I found my feet. I passed all my modules with a few distinctions!
But by third year, I started failing. I lost focus because I had to take up a job
alongside my full-time studies. But it did not put me down: I pushed hard until I
graduated with a Biotechnology Diploma in 2018. And I kept going.
In 2019, I graduated with a one-year Btech in Project Management – my second
qualification! I’ve travelled a long journey to be where I am today.

PHILA MSUTU

COMMENT: what
it means to
change the odds
in education.

Throughout his life, Phila was often let down by the education system. In primary school, he was forced to repeat grades, because his abilities were
not properly assessed or recognised. This could have seriously demotivated him or caused him to drop out. If our journeys through education were
properly tracked, Phila might have had records that could follow him from school to school, demonstrating his academic abilities.
Against all odds, Phila made it to higher education. But his higher education journey was rocky, because of the financial pressures he faced. Phila
couldn’t access his first-choice university, because of high registration costs; and nearly dropped out, because he had to work alongside his studies.
Phila’s financial pressures went beyond fees: he had living expenses to cover, and a family to help support. With more holistic support, including
better financial assistance, he might have been able to attend his first-choice university and focus more on his classwork.
The extended programme at CPUT offered essential help in Phila’s first year. But, Phila’s academic journey could have been tracked throughout his
whole diploma (make us count). This way, his challenges in second and third year might have been noticed earlier, triggering extra support for him
to catch up and avoid failing classes.
Phila’s story shows us that, even when we face immense obstacles, the right support at the right time can make all the difference. Throughout
his school career, Phila had support beyond the classroom. He had encouragement from his mother, access to resources for learning, and extracurricular activities that kept him motivated and engaged. The UCT 100-up programme gave him the tools and the confidence to apply for
university; and the extended programme offered extra tuition and mentoring.
The road was not easy and there were many moments where, despite this support, Phila was at risk of dropping out. If South Africans commit to
Youth Capital’s Action Plan, young people like Phila can capitalise on their potential.
Phila says he has travelled a long journey, but his journey isn’t over. He is putting together a Masters research proposal, while also looking for a job
to support himself. Just as we need support through education, we need support gaining entry and experience in the world of work.
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Leaving school, we enter a world full of uncertainty and often feel unprotected. At the same time, we lose whatever routine and protection
the school environment offered us. After turning 18, we stop receiving the child support grant, making our whole household more
financially vulnerable, and the pressure for us to find work even stronger.
Right now, being young in South Africa means we face heavy social burdens. We more often experience violence and assault,25 and many
of us struggle with substance abuse26 and mental illness. Worse yet, it is often during this vulnerable time in our lives that we are also
most isolated.27
As we leave school and enter adulthood, the pressures of looking for a job only add to our challenges.
Since 2008, the number of us stuck looking for work for more than three years has tripled.28 And twice as many of us have
become ‘discouraged’, meaning we have given up looking entirely.

There are now more than 1.5 million discouraged young

job-seekers.29 Those of us who do find jobs often battle to hold on to them.

Instead, we find ourselves moving in and out of

training, informal work, and short-term positions, unable to translate our experience into stable employment.
Without work, we feel lonely, bored and uncertain about the future,30 and often experience tension in our family relationships.31
Those of us who are both young and female are most likely to get stuck without jobs,32 because we often have to look after
children or take care of our households.33 All of these pressures can make us depressed, demotivated and less likely to find
work. Many of us lack the emotional and social care we need during the job search. Without the right support, job-seeking
can impact our mental well-being, our self-confidence, our relationships and even our physical health.
The longer we are unemployed, the more difficult job-seeking becomes; not only because we become increasingly
discouraged, but also because employers view us as riskier hires.34 By the time we turn 24, 60% of us will have never
had a job before, despite spending years looking.35

we should not be
blamed for being
without work.

Instead, South Africa should recognise how vulnerable we are during this critical phase of our lives, and draw
together as many resources as possible to help us shift gears and move forward in this time of transition.

#5
We want to be supported to find work quickly, but…

We can’t
afford to
look for work.

As job-seekers, we spend an average of R605 per month looking for work: R280
on transport, and R325 on internet, printing and application fees.36 With most of us
living under the poverty line, this is a significant portion of our household income.
Because looking for work is expensive, we often have to loan money from people
in our homes,37 which can put both financial and social strain on our families.
Many of us give up looking for work, because the costs are too high.

#5.Make
job-seeking
affordable.

#5

We need the costs of job-seeking to come down, and to be given better access

“We need to worry about preparing for

to information and resources.

interviews, and not how and where we

These resources should include reliable data, transport and career guidance.
What could affordable job-seeking look like?
Zero-rated websites linking us to online learning, upskilling and
employment opportunities.
A national transport subsidy while we’re looking for work.
A stipend to support our search for work.
More access to free, high-quality youth employability programmes, which
can connect us to information and opportunity in our areas.

will find money to look for a job.”
Mantwa Gladys Mabe
2020 Youth Capital Influencer

#6
We want to be supported to find work quickly, but…

We don’t know
the right
people.

In 2016, 60% of South Africa’s young employees (age 15-34) said they had
found their job through someone they knew – whether a friend, relative,
household member or former employer.38 But most of us have fewer than
three people in our networks we could ask for job advice;39 and nearly half of
us live in households where no-one is employed.40
Sadly, access to social capital is often still about our race. A recent study
tried to understand how young men in South Africa moved from learnerships
and apprenticeships into employment. While most white men found
employment through direct referrals, most coloured men depended on word
of mouth to find opportunities, while black men relied solely on print media.41

#6

#6.Grow
our circles.

We need more connections to the world of work and stronger social
networks.

One caring adult, one recommendation letter, one mentor, can make
all the difference to us!

”In my personal experience,
it’s the long chain of you
have to know somebody who
knows somebody who knows
somebody; it affects us a lot as
we don’t know anyone. Some

Career guidance, resources and referral networks are vital. So are

of us are starting from scratch.

the social, community and health services that keep us motivated,

In our families, we are the first

healthy and prepared to take on the task of job-seeking.
What could growing our circles look like?
Adults in communities partner with local high schools to provide
locally relevant career guidance as part of the curriculum.
Employed adults intentionally connect with us to help us look for
education and work opportunities.
Wellness services are provided in our communities, by trained
personnel who treat us with dignity and respect.

people to get an education.
So how can we do that?”
Vuyelwa Tshoto
2020 Youth Capital Influencer

#7
We want to be supported to find work quickly, but…

We can’t make
the most of
our skills.

Most employers see educational qualifications as the only way to assess

learning potential. When job-seekers were given a summary report to

our skills. Too many of us don’t complete our formal qualifications, but

share with potential employers, their chances of finding work improved

we might still have the right skills for the job. Employers need to think

by up to 17% and their earning potential increased by up to 32%.42

differently about how to assess our skills and potential. Meanwhile, we
need to find creative ways to show-off our strengths. Otherwise, many
of us will be needlessly locked out of opportunities.

When we do find ways to name our skills and experience, this can
count towards real and better opportunities! A 2018 study43 showed
that being able to demonstrate work experience – whether formal or

Recent research in South Africa shows the impact of providing employers

informal – was the most important factor in finding a job, after race

with information about the full skill set of young job-seekers: not just

and gender. This included volunteering and membership to community

their educational qualifications, but also their soft skills, strengths and

organisations.

#7

#7.Bridge the
information gap.

We need the information gap between young people and employers to be bridged.

Many of us don’t have post-school qualifications. But that shouldn’t keep us from accessing jobs and opportunities. We
need to find other ways of demonstrating our knowledge, skills and experience to employers. Meanwhile, employers
should be challenged to look beyond educational certificates, and think creatively about how to assess our abilities.
Together, we can find new ways to showcase the skills we gain outside the classroom; and make them count!
Employers also need to start telling us which skills and competencies they’re looking for, and helping us develop them.
With greater collaboration between business and educational facilities early on, we can be better matched with future
employers. It’s time that employers stop complaining about our lack of skills, and help build the future workforce.
What could bridging the gap look like?
Every school, college and youth development programme helps us develop a quality CV before we leave, which
takes into account all our skills, competencies and experience.
Employers develop closer relationships with local schools, colleges and universities to help us develop the skills
they need.
Employers learn from one another, and think differently about the recruitment process to value all our skills; not
just our qualifications.

Khetso’s story:
Growing my circles.
With excited smiles, Zane and I arrive for our final programme meeting

at SAYes Mentoring, a Cape Town based NGO working with young people leaving
foster care. We are proud to come and share our experience. For the past year,
Zane has been my mentor, helping me figure out my transition to independence.
Zane is an energetic and successful digital product manager. He is very social
and outgoing, and is quick to make new friends and build networks. Unlike Zane,
I am shy and live in a child and youth care centre. I’m self-conscious about my
voice and speech, since English is not my first language. But I’m also curious,

As told to SAYes

down my tracks. The proposal was successful! I was awarded a new laptop, and
a music production programme.
Next, we tapped into the SAYes network, and met with an artist management
company that would later teach me how to brand and promote myself.
Zane then reached out to his personal connections, linking me with the owner of
a recording studio. The owner gave me two free recording sessions, allowing me
to master three tracks; and said he would welcome me back any time!

friendly and passionate about the music industry.

Then there was the bike ride with Zane that changed my life! While discussing

With commitment, focus and curiosity, Zane and I built trust, and took on some

commitment to do an experiment: we would deliberately go out and meet people

ambitious goals together. Through my weekly meetings with Zane, and by

farthest from our own circles. This commitment helped me break through my

making the most of our social networks, I took some powerful steps towards the

shyness. I went out and met new people! Through these new connections, I got a

future I want.

holiday job as a waiter, and met with a modelling agency, who later hired me.

Together, Zane and I realised that my music production was limited because

Right now, I’m excited to be building my social network. I’m still finishing

I didn’t have access to the proper tools and technology. We wrote a proposal,

school, but in the meantime I’m working on my music career, and saving money

motivating for Zane’s company to sponsor me with a computer, so I could lay

through modelling.

community and the different groups of people we engage with, we made a

CASE STUDY:
Volunteers
Bridging
the Gap.

AVA is a non-profit organisation that embraces volunteering as a tool to unlock the potential of unemployed youth
(age 18-25). Young people are trained and placed in full-time volunteering positions within different companies.
One of these companies is the Kitchen Collective (a catering business). Kitchen Collective takes on a new volunteer
every year. Some of these volunteers have gone on to become permanent staff members. Katy Quinn, the Operations
Manager at Kitchen Collective, feels strongly that AVA provides a way to upskill someone who would not otherwise
have had such an opportunity.
AVA supports volunteers beyond the practical aspects of their jobs: helping them negotiate relationships and
teamwork. Volunteers are also prepared for the workplace, with computer, reception and presentation skills, as well as
leadership, financial management and resilience training. They recognise that the working world is a big adjustment
for young people, and many of them are carrying emotional difficulties. Their model demonstrates the winning
combination of a willing young person, a dedicated small business and meaningful support.
AVA learns what employers need, and what young people need, and then creates a bridge between them. The
programme provides young people with information and support services to navigate the working world. At the same
time, it makes sure that their informal experience (as volunteers) matters!

Ferronique’s story:
Finding a foothold
on a rocky road.
As told to Umuzi

One of the scariest moments for young people in South Africa is moving

coders to train for BBD, a leading software company. I decided to apply. Two

from school into the job market. After matriculating in 2016, I felt a lot of

weeks later, I was invited to an Umuzi bootcamp, which would decide whether I

pressure to succeed and support my family.

would be accepted to the training programme. After I finished, Umuzi offered me

I jumped straight into my first year at university. At first, I wanted to study
cardiology, because my family had a history of heart problems. But in the end, I
enrolled for a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology and Human Resources.
Before even finishing my first year, I came under a lot of financial pressure, and
was forced to drop out and look for work. I applied for a lot of different jobs,
and interviewed for four. But I didn’t have the qualifications or the experience.
At the end of 2018, after a year of searching, I finally found a full-time
position as a public administrator. Even though I appreciated that I could now
support my family financially, I worried that the job was not giving me
opportunities to learn and grow.
One evening, while watching documentaries online,
I stumbled across an advertisement for a platform
that could teach people to code. This was a
turning point in my life. Having never been
exposed to coding before, I discovered a passion
I never knew existed! I began searching the
internet to get my hands on any material I
could find to teach myself coding.
A month into my new hobby, a friend told
me about an opportunity at Umuzi. They
would be recruiting a group of female

Ferronique May

the learnership! I was surprised at my luck! Getting to do something I actually
wanted to do was rare for me.
As excited as I was, I also knew this would mean taking a
serious pay cut, which would make it difficult to support
my family and pay off my student loan. Taking up the
learnership was not a guarantee that I’d get placed at
BBD, and it would be risky to give up a full-time job. But
my father gave me the boost I needed: ‘We’re going
to support you’, he said, ‘as long as you have an end
game’. I immediately resigned from my job to study web
development at Umuzi. They provided a stipend which
really helped a lot. I felt like I didn’t leave my family
stranded.
Months have passed and I’ve grown from a curious
recruit into a competent junior web developer.
In 2020, I began my internship at BBD. I see
how far I’ve come in such a short time, and the
stepping stones that Umuzi created to help me
achieve my dreams. My plan for this year is
to gain solid experience with BBD, which I
believe will one day lead me towards true
financial freedom.

COMMENT: Why
transitions
matter.

Ferronique is among the minority of us who make it to university. With proper support, and financial
assistance, she might not have had to drop out of her degree programme.
Even though she had to leave university, Ferronique kept learning. With access to the right resources
(internet) and information (video tutorials), she was able to gain new skills and grow her passion for
coding. Making these resources more easily accessible, is part of what it means to make job-seeking
affordable. Yet, if it weren’t for her friend, Ferronique would never have known about the opportunity at
Umuzi. This is just one example of how growing our circles can open up options for us.
Meanwhile, by learning what BBD needed, and upskilling young people for the job, Umuzi was helping
to bridge the information gap between employers and young job-seekers. Through their bootcamp, they
were able to look beyond educational qualifications, and think creatively about how to assess our skills
and strengths. Ferronique had no qualifications in coding, but Umuzi found a way to make sure that all
Ferronique’s experience mattered!
By thinking carefully about the pressures on us as young job-seekers, and offering a stipend for their
interns, they also helped to unlock opportunities for those who might otherwise have found it difficult to
take up entry-level jobs.
Ferronique is one of 200 young women who have been awarded sponsored learnerships at Umuzi, opening
up opportunities for them to enter high-value careers as web developers.
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As young people, we are joining an ever-growing line of job-seekers. For every 100 labour market
participants each year, only 43 are able to find jobs in the formal economy.44 We often feel locked out of
opportunities. We know the economy has not been growing. So, in these tough economic times, we need to
be thinking creatively about jobs, as well as the options and stepping stones that can be created for us.

We have to focus
on the journey to
quality jobs, not
just the end point.
Like a game of snakes and ladders, for each of us there is a lattice of connections,

opportunities and stumbling blocks we have to navigate to our first formal job, which might
include temporary work, informal employment, public sector employment or work in the
social economy. We need these other forms of employment to be recognised as quality
work experiences that count!

We should be able to leverage all our experience to access

opportunities.
But in order to bank our experience, we need a foot in the door. We need to grow our
skills and start experiencing the world of work. Companies should be encouraged and
supported to hire us — opening up learnerships, apprenticeships and internships;
while also creating entry-level positions for us to fill. To set out on the journey to
stable, quality employment, we need work experiences we can build on.
We should be supported in finding and accessing quality jobs. South Africa should
shift gears to transform existing work opportunities into real career pathways for
young people.

#8
We want to find our first quality job, but…

Our experience
is not
recognised.

As young people (age 15-34), we make up 60% of all discouraged jobseekers in South Africa.

45

For every ten of us looking for work, less than

three believe they will find a job in the next month.

can lead to quality jobs, but only if our experience is recognised and
rewarded.

46,47

Many of us are finding opportunities in community health work, early

Our transition into the labour market should be productive, helping us

childhood development, and other social development projects. These

stay motivated and build momentum. One option is for us to seek work

jobs, which form part of the ‘social economy,’ have powerful potential:

experience outside the formal economy.

both for us, as young workers, and our society. This could be a country

Jobs in the informal and the social economy are growing,48 opening up

that creates quality jobs in the social economy, which not only move our

opportunities for young people like us.

careers forward, but also change the odds for future generations.

We know that volunteer work, informal trading, and community

We should be able to bank our experience in the informal and social

organising can build our confidence, skills and networks. Informal work

economies, and use it as a stepping stone to future opportunities.

#8.all
experience must
matter.

We need employers to recognise and reward our informal, volunteer and
extracurricular experience.

We need pathways that allow us to move between the informal and formal sectors.
To do this, formal sector employers need to acknowledge our informal experience,
and collaborate across sectors to build opportunities for us.
Meanwhile, the job-creating potential of the social economy needs to be better
understood and appreciated, so that we can gain experience and make it count!
What could making all experience matter look like?
Side hustles, volunteer work and piece jobs are seen as valuable work
experience by us, and our employers.
Investment into the social economy is focused on providing us with helpful skills
and work experience.
Pathways between formal, informal and public employment opportunities are
clearly thought out and supported by businesses and government.

#8

“A challenge I often encounter is that many
employers don’t recognise all experiences
that young people have. This puts many of
us who don’t have experience in the formal
job sector at a disadvantage in getting jobs.”
Lindokuhle Msele
2020 Youth Capital Influencer

#9
We want to find our first quality job, but…

We are
locked out of
opportunities.
Even entry-level jobs in South Africa often require work experience.

Research suggests that the ETI is having a positive impact for small and

This traps young people like us outside the labour market, demanding

medium-size enterprises (SMEs).50,51 Among these smaller and newer

that we already have experience in order to get it! We are locked out of

companies, those that used the ETI were more likely to hire youth than

opportunities, even before we get our first job — getting stuck before

other firms.

we’ve started.
But in 2019, government announced

Like the ETI, Sector Education and Training Authorities (SETAs) also
49

that it would no longer require

aim to boost employment opportunities for youth. SETAs support

prior work experience for entry-level jobs in the public sector. Private

training and hands-on work experience for young people within their

sector employers have been encouraged to make the same changes.

sectors. They do this by accrediting companies to offer learnerships and

Relaxing rules around prior experience is one way of unlocking
opportunities for us. Another is the Employment Tax Incentive (ETI).
The ETI was introduced to encourage employers to hire young and lessexperienced job-seekers like us. By sharing costs between employers
and government, the ETI makes it cheaper for employers to hire us,
without affecting employees’ wages.

apprenticeships, and funding these opportunities for us.
But accessing SETA funding often means that companies must meet
strict criteria, and complete large amounts of complicated paperwork.
Because of this, many businesses are locked out of this opportunity.

#9.Unlock
public
opportunities.

We need more opportunities for employment, and an eased transition into the labour market.
Because of social and economic realities beyond our control, far too many of us struggle to find our first job. South
Africa cannot afford to be adding to our obstacles! Employers must be challenged, encouraged and supported to hire
us. To do this, government and the private sector need to boost the impact of incentives like the ETI, B-BBEE and
the SETAs. The ETI should be used effectively by small and medium enterprises to create work opportunities for us.
Meanwhile, SETA funding must be unblocked, making it easier for businesses to apply and qualify for funding, so
that both businesses and young people can benefit. Lastly, B-BBEE is being used to incentivise businesses to hire
young people. For example, through participating in YES, businesses can improve their B-BBEE scorecard by up to
two levels. Since its launch in 2018, YES has created over 35 000 work experiences.52
More attention should be given to how these existing incentives can work together, to support us to be hired across
large, medium and small enterprises.
What could unlocking opportunities look like?
The process of applying for SETA funding is streamlined for employers to more easily access.
The process of applying for ETI is streamlined for small and medium enterprises to more easily access.
The implementation of existing incentives, and the design of new ones, are done with small and medium
enterprises in mind, instead of just focusing on big business.

#9

#10
We want to find our first quality job, but…

Public
employment is
often a dead end.
In 2016, 350,000 of us had work opportunities through the Expanded
Public Works Programme (EPWP),53 including jobs like cleaning and
maintaining public infrastructure.
But often these jobs are not as meaningful as they could be. Few of
us gain additional skills and qualifications; and the work itself doesn’t
always improve our communities the way we want. Usually, our time in
public employment does not put us on a path to further opportunities.

“Public employment work must
work deservingly for us. It should
be an opportunity that works
to our advantage as we pursue
advancement on our career path
as young people.”
Sandile Mlangeni
2020 Youth Capital Influencer

#10.Make public
employment
work.

We need public employment schemes to create quality jobs that matter.

Hundreds of thousands of us are already in public employment opportunities. If they were better thought-out and better
run, programmes like Community Works Programme (CWP) and the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) could be
an important way for us to gain skills and experience, and contribute to our communities.
This is not a new idea. South Africa’s blueprint for development - the National Development Plan 2030 (NDP) - recognises
that public employment is an important way to build South Africa, especially to deliver social support: like early childhood
development and home-based care. Imagine what we could achieve if 350,000 young people were trained to teach
children, take care of families or support learners?
Work in public employment schemes must become a valuable experience that matters – to us and our communities.
What could making public employment work look like?
Government works with partners to make sure we are trained and prepared to take on meaningful work that fulfils us.
SETAs work with public employment schemes to ensure we are learning new skills that put us on a path to our next
opportunity.
Public employment projects are assessed against their community impact and impact on us; as well as the number of
work opportunities created.

#10

Esethu’S Story: The Twists,
Turns and Roadblocks of a
Real Career Path.
As told to Beth Vale

I went to a rural school, with no library or computers, very few teachers and

It still doesn’t make sense to me how often we, as graduates, are expected to have

up to 60 learners in a classroom. Still, I made it to matric, and achieved a bachelor

three years’ work experience, a driver’s licence and a car before we can find a job.

pass! But I didn’t apply to university, because I didn’t have the information

Bear in mind that we have families to take care of, and so many other bills. The

or resources I needed. I did have a plan B though – volunteering. I joined an

South African job market has got so many barriers that we have to break through

organisation called Restless Development, which aims to empower rural youth

before accessing work.

through sexual and reproductive rights education. I got a three-month volunteer
placement in King Williams Town, and then returned home as an active citizen.

Our government is like a soccer coach that tells kids to go to the

Since I was still taking a ‘gap year’, I went back to my old school to assist in Life

what they’ve learnt. Today our degrees hold little value,

Orientation, Life Sciences and Arts & Culture. I did that for four months with no sort

because there are simply no openings in the job market.

of payment. But I was struggling to get a job, so I had to persevere.

Our government needs to invest in education to better

Later, I found an opportunity to be part of Safe Guard Young People programme.
After that contract ended, I heard from a friend about a post at KFC. I needed the
money and experience, so I took a chance and applied. The hardest part about
finishing matric and taking a gap year is trying to find a job without any formal
work experience. Employers didn’t recognise my volunteer work! KFC needed
someone with one year experience and I only had three months. But they saw I
was a good communicator, so they gave me the job anyway.
I worked at KFC until I enrolled for my first year at university. While studying, I
continued volunteering for organisations on campus, including the HIV/AIDS Unit
and campus radio station.

gym and exercise, but never allows them to play and use

equip young people with skills they can use, even
when they can’t find jobs.
Eventually, I did find an employer who recognised
my previous volunteer experience: I worked as an
Area Coordinator for Bumb’Ingomso, focusing on
gender norming for 10-14 year olds. At the end of
2019, I returned from Nepal where I was preparing
for an exchange programme called Youth Take The
Lead. Right now, I’m in Tanzania doing training
and advocacy with Restless Development
alumni.

Three years later, I graduated, which was pretty exciting. But that moment of joy
was short-lived. Reality started kicking in. I had to find a job, which was very hard
and still is hard. I wrongly thought it was going to be simple to find work as a new
graduate.

Esethu Sotheni

COMMENT: Why we need
to think differently
about jobs.

If South Africa gets this Action Plan right, young people like Esethu could have much smoother journeys into the world of
work. With the right support, Esethu might have had more information about the options available to him after matriculating,
and received the tools he needed to apply to university straight away.
Thanks to his volunteer experience, Esethu stayed productive and motivated throughout his gap year, and was able to gain
new skills. Yet, too often, this type of experience goes unrecognised. This was very frustrating for Esethu, who, despite years
of volunteer work, has often not been able to bank his expertise. It is important that we ensure that all experience must
matter!
Eventually, Esethu landed a paid job at KFC after being referred by a friend. Connections and referrals make a difference,
which is why it’s important to grow our circles. On paper, Esethu didn’t meet KFC’s work experience requirements. But they
recognised Esethu’s communication skills and gave him the job anyway. By looking beyond formal experience, and thinking
about whether we as young people have the skills and potential for the job, employers can make all the difference. Esethu
also bridged the information gap between himself and his future employers by finding ways to demonstrate his skills and
capabilities beyond his formal experience.
While studying towards his university degree, Esethu also took part in campus activities. Getting involved can help us find
supportive communities and build confidence, which improves our chances of completing our qualifications.
But graduating didn’t guarantee Esethu an easy route to employment. Like many of us, he has cycled in and out of volunteer
work, education, unemployment and short-term paid contracts. This can be demotivating, leaving us feeling alone and
afraid. We need support beyond the classroom, which will link us to support services and networks.

Grachin’s Story: Unlocking the
Power of Public Employment and
the Social Economy.
My name is Grachin. I’m 22-years-old, and live in Prince

Alfred in the Western Cape. I was employed through the
Community Works Programme (CWP) as an Educare teacher,
working with children in the foundational phases of their
education.

COMMENT:

CWP can have an immense impact for us as young
people, while also benefitting communities in which
we work. But government, NGOs and SETAs need to

CWP is a government-run initiative aimed at creating

work together to make sure that we can bank this

opportunities for youth, like me, who are actively looking for

experience, providing us certified training and access

work. As CWP employees, we receive a small stipend for two days

to real career pathways.

of work per week. I am one of over 200,000 people across the
country who benefits from the programme each year.54
CWP describes itself as a ‘bridging programme’, which means
that it hopes to link employees like me to future opportunities,
and helps us build a career pathway. During my time with CWP, I
received training as a librarian, learnt to work in a team, gained
confidence in social interactions and developed expertise in
childcare and early education.
It’s been two years since I joined CWP. I now have a job in the
school library, and work as a facilitator for a reading programme
called Zoe Reading Project.
I’m usually an introvert, but my job has helped me connect more
with people and the kids in my class. I’m less quiet at work than I
am at home. I’ve learnt to come out of my comfort zone.

Grachin Sanders
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We can be a country in which every young person thrives. We can be a country where we know we matter
- from the moment we set foot in a classroom, to the moment we step into a job. We can positively
contribute to a country where the odds are in our favour, because we have the information, the support
and connections to find our way. Where companies, government and society work together to unlock the
barriers to employment. For us to be that country, we need to reimagine South Africa.

With over 20

million young people in South Africa, we have the energy and talent to transform our country. But we
can’t do it alone.
In Shift, we have outlined clear actions to tackle youth unemployment. What we need are ways
in which civil society organisations, employers, government officials and young people can work
together to actively create a country where all young South Africans can thrive. And we need action.
As we emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic it is more urgent than ever to shift our understanding,
actions and limitations, to rebuild South Africa.

This is our action
plan, and we know
it’s the only way
to turn things
around.

Through actions, both big and small, by all South Africans, we can really begin to
shift gears for our generation.
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A big thank you to the hundreds of young people who
told us their stories, to the YCIs who continue to
make the Action Plan a reality through their work
in communities and to MSDF, REAP, SAYes, Umuzi
and AVA for contributing their insights into this
publication. Shift would not exist without you all!

Youth Capital is a youth-led campaign with an Action Plan that combines
data with young people’s lived stories to shift gears on youth unemployment.
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Youth Capital is a project currently incubated by the DG Murray Trust (DGMT).
DGMT is a South African foundation committed to developing South Africa’s
potential through public innovation and strategic investment.
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